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Student gives
first-hand
assessment
of handicapped
accomodations

I

BEN WHITMORE Editor-in-Chief

Today, Kayla Sweeney can
walk. Tomorrow, however, may
be a different story.
Diagnosed with Ehlers-Danlos
Syndrome, a rare connective tissue disorder, Sweeney
sometimes endures episodic
fits of harsh pain, which can last
up to a month, while her joints
weaken and dislocate even
from mild strain. In order to
maintain cross-campus mobility, Sweeney..uses a.motorized
scooter, traveling the sidewalks
alongside pedestrians.
"People often think I'm faking because you don't see the
scooter all the time so people
don't think it's real. People
honestly thought it was a toy,"
Sweeney said.
Sweeney's scooter is not for
joyrides, though; she depends
on it to get to classes, making

..........

For women, victory netted
,~

The soccer match kept fans
on the edge of their seats until
the very end as the game went
to penalty kicks after a 2-2 tie
in regulation. The Lady Hawks
found themselves fighting an
uphill battle after the tides
changed from being up 1-0 to
being down 2-1. With just over
1O minutes left in regulation,
Junior Midfielder Alexa Maher
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Hawks dig championship bump

llbi! lil.

top corner of the net to knot

the score at 2 and keep their
hopes for the championship
alive. The score remained until
the buzzer sounded, although
Katie Fusaro was a sign of hope
as she drove down the field in
the final seconds of regulation
to miss the goal by just

See SOCCER, page 16

match is only the program's

The Roger Williams Univer- second-ever appearance. Earsity Women's Volleyball team ly in the match, Roger Williams
proved they have what it takes moved ahead for a 2-0 lead.
as they defeated the Endicott
For the Hawks, this seemed
Gulls 3-0 in all three matches to be a promising opening to a
to cinch The Common Wealth final match.
Coast Conference ChampionAfter a quick burst, Endicott
ship (TCCC).
put themselves ahead of the
Wtth this win, the team moves Hawks by a 9-4 score.
onto the NCAA tournament in
New York this weekend.
See VOLLEYBALL, page 16

SeeHANOJCAPPED,page4l!:::==============================================================~

'Underground' rises
above expectations
First sophomore class dance a hit
I

NICHOLLE BUCKLEY Herald Reporter

I

The Class of 2013 got lucky indeed as their first event went off
without a hitch.
On Friday, Nov. 5, the 2013
Inter-Class Council (ICC) held
the first sophomore class dance,
called ''The Underground," a
blacklight dance, at Baypoint
from 8:30-11 :00 p.m. Sophomore
class President Adam Semple
chaired the event, which was run
by Vice President Jenn Hamilton,
Secretary Amanda Studley, and
Treasurer Lauren Jost. Semple
said, ''The 2013 ICC asked about
thirty different student leaders
to staff the event, ranging from
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HRAs to plain old org members."
RWU sophomores were the only
people allowed to participate in
the dance, which was DJed by
sophomore Matt DiPlacido, while
Varsha Konidala oversaw a staff
of highlighter henna artists, who
did makeup for the dancers and
staff.
"Our class has been begging
us to put on a dance since freshman year. This year, we finally
obtained permission and the
black light theme seemed to fit,"
Semple said. "All three Baypoint
ballrooms were opened up, as
well as the courtyard at Baypoint.
We [chose] Baypoint because
it's basically sophomore central."

Ufestyle.............J4
Puzzles...............15

Semple continued to explain his
motivation behind the event.
"Well, the juniors have the
junior semi-formal, and the seniors have commencement ball.
Why can't the sophomores have
something of their own? We want
to give the class what they want
and hopefully have some fun."
However, Semple acknowledged
that starting traditions are always
an expensive endeavor. "We
spent a significant portion of the
sophomore class budget on the
event, but we had of the most
successful fundraisers put on by
any class because of our $5

See DANCE, page 3
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Facts that matter about global, notional, and local happenings

Never forget ••.
I

WILL FOLEY Herald Reporter

Florida police arrest
mother for alleged
role in trying to sell
son
"A Florida mother
has been arrested
for her alleged part in
attempting to sell her
8-week-old son, police
said Tuesday. Stephanie Bigbee Fleming,
22, is the third person
charged in the case.
Bigbee is accused of
having approached
a potential buyer in
late October, offering
to sell the infant for
$75,000, the Florida
Department of Law
Enforcement (FOLE)
said in a statement."
-CNN.com
USS Ronald Reagan
is set to rendezvous
with stranded cruise
ship
"The U.S. Navy
aircraft carrier was
scheduled to rendezvous Tuesday afternoon with a stranded
cruise ship off the
coast of Mexico,
according to a Navy
spokesman.
The USS Ronald
Reagan was receiving 10,000 pounds of
food and supplies by
airlift for the cruise
ship Carnival Splendor, with its oearly
3,300 passengers
and nearly 1,200 crew
members, Cmdr. Greg
Hicks, spokesman of
the U.S. Third Fleet,
said. Those provisions
were made available
by Carnival Cruise
lines, he said."
-CNN.com
Spanish nelghborhOod unveils 'Super
Marlo' street
'·The future residents
of a new Spanish
neighborhood say
they are the first in the
world to name their
·street after the Super
Mario video game
character.
Onlookers sporting
fake black mustaches
cheered. A Mario
mascot danced. And
a violin and cello duet
performed the catchy
theme song from the
popular Nintendo
game as the suburb
in Zaragoza, northeast Spain, unveiled
"Avenida de Super
Mario Bros"'Saturday."
-CNN.com

Roger Williams University
still holds classes and keeps
all its offices open on Veterans Day, yet the campus
community still pausrs to
remember those who have
sacrificed for their nation.
This year's Veterans Day
memorial will be the tenth
that the University's Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC' has held,
according to Dean Ken
Osborne, ROTC Battalion
Cramer Saber Detachment.
This year's ceremony will
be particularly somber, as
RWU will be remembering two Alumni who gave
the ultimate sacrifice for
freedoms. In 19G7, Army
Lt. Kenneth Goff went
missing in action when his
helicopter was shot down
over the jungles of South
Vietnam. Later, he was declared .killed in action by
former president Clinton's
administration.
Goff attended RWU while
it was still a community
college, and afterwa~ he
joined the military with a
commission as a second
lieutenant. Already, there is

a small dedication to Major
Goff in a small park in Warwick, R.I. - his home town to Ot' named in his honor.
Tragedy,
tht.mgh,
has
stricken the RWU community all too recently with the
death of Second Lt. Joseph
fortin. Fortin was an alumnus of the graduating class
of 2008 who majored in
Criminal Justice and was a·
participant of the university's ROTC program_ His

wife,

patt-ntS; aria grana.:.

parents have remembered
Fortin as having lived a loving life, making the best of

every situation. Friends and
fellow sofdiers recall how
he courageously headed
the charge into battle overseas, thin.king only of those
serving under his commancl His service, though
cut short during Operation
Iraqi Freedom in Feb. 2009,
was more than commendable. The twenty-two year
old was credited with saving the lives of four American soldiers, as well as hav:;-

Although RWU no longer
acknowledges Veterans Day
with a break from classes,
the students, faculty and
members of our community
who are serving in the military show that they feel the
day is worth remembrance.
Today, the nation puts politics aside, and instead remembers and honors those
who have signed a blank
check payable to the United
Stalt<s of America,__ Ho;e-

drinking water and electricity available to the region in
which he was stationC'd.

pause and think about the
sacrifices made every day
on their behal(

ing dou'bied·the <aiiittmtt ·& -mDr,'11' R'Wu%id&& m

VETERANS DAY
I

ratesremain
Retention
. .
Steady stats may surprise students
I

Affairs, the Center for Academic economy. Around Oct. 2008, the
Development, and Financial Aid. economy dropped to aQ alarmTransfer and retention rates The campus as a whole is doing ing level, which explains the dehave been a big topic of contro- everything in their power to keep creased rate of retention in the
versy at Roger Williams Univer- students at Roger Williams.
classes of 2012 and 2013.
sity in recent years, but students
Students' families simply could
Recently, however, many transmay find the statistics on the con- fer students are leaving for other not afford the increasing tuition
trary of what they believe.
reasons besides their satisfaction rates and expensive meal plans.
Statistics follow the percentage with the university itself. The drop
While there can never be
of students that continue their in transfer rates coincides with enough government and unieducation at the same institution the drop in the well-being of the versity aid, Fawthrop explained
after their first year.
Multiple college fast-fact databases state that the retention
rate at-RWU is at eighty-two percent. The percentage did drop to
seventy-eight percent with the
class of 2012, but stayed constant at seventy-eight percent
with the class of 2013. This is still
about six percent higher than the
national average of seventy-two
percent for retention rates of private master's universities, which
is the category RWU falls under.
According to Lynn Fawthrop,
the Senior Vice President for
Enrollment Management and
Communications, the university
as a whole is involved in improving the retention rate at RWU.
It starts with the Student AdvoMark Fusco
cates and trickles down to other
departments, such as Student
The Admissions building is always busy.
lAUREN TIERNEY Herald Reporter

that the school has been working arduously to compensate for
the decline in the economy. One
measure that the university took
was to supplement one million
dollars to the student aid budget.
This increase occurred with the
incoming class of 2013, but allowed the university to disperse
that one million dollars to ttie
class of 2013 and increase the
financial aid of the other classes.
When asked about the drop between the class of 2011 and the
class of 20, 2 retention rates,
Fawthrop said, "While we are still
above the national average, we
do not want to be content with (a
rate of) seventy-eight percent. n
While the university's rate of
retention has seen a decline with
the classes of 2012 and 2013,
it is by no means at an all-time
low.The university is still six percent above the national average
for private master's institutions.
The rate has remained constant
at seventy-eight percent for the
past two years, and the university is trying to return to a higher
rate in the coming years.
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senators

LAUREN TIERNEY Herald Reporter

The results are in. Fourteen
students ran in the recent Student Senate elections, and eight
people were appointed to Senate. Newly appointed Senators
include: freshmen Allie Conn,
Logan Levenson, Bronson Martin, Brooke Miselis, Olivia Rogine, and Eric Thurston, sophomore Ryan Freed, and junior
Shannon Fahey. The freshmen
made up the majority of the
newly-elected senators. This is
the first time that Senate 37 has
had twenty senators.
Senate 37 was already an unusually small sized group. This,
combined with unforeseen resignations by multiple senators,
including members with executive board positions, forced Senate to hold special elections to
fill the vacancies. These elections aren't the only changes to
Senate, however.
Bryan Dunn, former student
body Vice President, stepped
down from his position, but continues to remain on Senate 37.
An internal election was held
to fill his post. ~~ree senators
ran for the pos1t1on and Nick
Tsimortos, former student body
Treasurer, was elected as the

new student body Vice President
This opened up the Treasurer's

IS
sworn

s w i"n gin'
1n t
I

seat. Senator Matthew Paige
was nominated and elected as

Senate

0

37

the new student body Treasurer.
Former Senator Bobby Cabral

also stepped down from his position as Parliamentarian due to
conflicts with other obligations.
The position has remained
vacant for a few weeks. With
the passing of another Senate
meeting on Monday, Nov. 8, a
new Parliamentarian has yet to
be named.
These internal changes will
also affect the members of some
of the committees. Paige will
have to step down as Finance
Committee Chairman, but will
still serve on the committee as
student body Treasurer. A new
Chairman will be appointed in
the near future.
When asked about his new duties, Paige said, "I'm really excited to take over the role of Treasurer. I am well-experienced as
a business student, and I feel
I can use the relevant skills I
have learned. I look forward to
working with all org leaders and
to create events the students really want to see."
After some big changes, Senate 37 is the largest it has been
all year. With the changes in
major leadership positions, the
Kay Albers university can ~~pefully expect
to see some positive changes on
The new senators were sworn in at Monday's meeting.
the campus.
-------------------------------

BANeE: ~sop·h·om·ore
class event a success
Continued from page 1

cover. Initially, we weren't
going to charge, but when we
saw the actual response to how
many people wanted to attend,
we thought that it would be a
great opportunity to raise money
for our commencement ball [to
take place in two yearsl, which
is an incredibly expensive and
show-stopping event."
The class was able to raise a
total of $1 ,085.
Sophomore Kathryn Swanson
said, ult was really fun. Everyone worked hard to have it run
as smooth as possible." Fellow
sophomore Audra Armstrong
said, "I think that it went great.
Adam and ICC did such an
amazing job with it. We reached

maximum capacity and part way
through the dance, they cleared
one side of the dance floor and
a few sophomores in the dance
club did a dance that [sophomore] Rhea Levin had choreographed. She put a lot of hard
work into it and I think she did a
great job."
Reflecting on the journey it took
to make 2013's dream a reality,
Semple said, "From the day that
our class started programming,
we always give people what
they least expect. I am expecting excellence from our class.
New standards being set and
new ideas are being turned into
reality. 2013. Get lucky."

BRYANT
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WQRI to return to air following hiatus
I

LAUREN TIERNEY Herald Reporter

Brendan Maddock
WQRI is ready to get back to business.

After nearly five months off air,
WQRI plans to be back on in
the coming weeks. WQRI is the
student-operated radio station
here at Roger Williams University. However, students have
not been able to utilize the station due to some issues that occurred over the summer.
Sometime in July, the booth
overheated, causing two failures
to occur: one in the automation
system and one in the server.
This took WQRI off air until the
repairs could be made.
WQRI was allocated $10,000
from the reserve account to
make the repairs and updates to
the booth. The reserve account is
a special account used for capital expenditures such as these. It
is for extraneous circumstances
and it is rarely used.
But drastic times call for drastic
measures, and the account was
utilized in order to put the station
back on -air. With this allocation,

WQRI installed an air conditioning unit in the booth to prevent
future problems due to overheating. The station also got new
servers and updated the technology in the booth, which now
allows them to stream digitally.
With the resignation of Michael
Prete, WQRI faces new changes
in their executive board as well
as in their booth. "I am very excited to see us get back on air
and to hear the new shows that
our DJs will be putting together,"
said Matt DiPlacido, Promotions
Director for WQRI. "I am fortunate to be a part of this organization, especially in this new
chapter that we have created for
ourselves."
WQRI will have its grand reopening next Thursday, Nov. 18
at 8 p.m. in the Hawks' Nest.
Tune your radio to 88.3 FM to
listen in or visit them on their
Facebook page.

HANDICAPPED: Building designs not tailored for needs
Continued from page 1
sure that she gets to the dining
commons, and for seeing her
friends. But driving a scooter
capable of ten mile-per-hour
speeds does not make mobility
easy. Sweeney struQgles often
with what she descnbes as illconceived and poorly laid-out
handicapped accessibility in
many of the campus pathways
and buildings.
"Sometimes it's just utterly impossible to get places because
of how this school is set up,"
Sweeney said.
Though a person in a wheelchair can travel the entire length
of campus on accessible sidewalks, the path that a handicapped person must take is not
always the most direct. "Walking
from GHH to my job in the Writing Center takes me about two
minutes. When I'm in my scooter, it takes me ten," Sweeney
said.
She cited the Feinstein College
of Arts and Sciences (CAS) as a
building with typical accessibility
problems. "I didn't realize that
there's one little ramp up the
side, but to get into the building,
the pull-out door doesn't have
a push button," Sweeney said.
"And I have a scooter. I'm lucky
because I can maneuver myself
so I can get in a door. But when
it's a pull door, you need the button. It becomes an issue."
CAS and other buildings built
in the late 1960s, which were
built to meet the accessibility codes of the era, have been
grandfathered in to today's
handicap building requirements,
said John Tameo, Director of
Facilities Management. ''There
are challenges in there where
somebody in a wheelchair would
have a hara time getting around,"
Tameo said.
"But this is not our plan," Tameo
said. "If there was a definite need
for someone to get to a certain
point and he or she wanted to
get there, the university would do
that. If it's something that really

needs to be done ... we'd put it like they are not there to make
in."
things comfortable; they're there
Yet, Tameo's ability to fix is to meet a quota. And I know that
finite: a set operational budget that's what most businesses do,
both for facilities and the universi- but I feel like the school encourty makes it challenging to retrofit ages so much diversity, but it's
old buildings to meet an students' lilCe when you have a disability,
needs. "I can't just go and throw it's considered diversity, but they
an elevator in the administration don't do anything to help you.
building," Tameo said.
"I chose this school because
this is where the financial aid
was, and I got money to go here
because I have a disability. And
then when you get here, and you
realize that they're not accommodating your disability, it's really ridiculous," Sweeney said.
The university administration
strives to provide all its students
equal access to academics, even
if only a few students have specific needs, said Brian Clark, Ext~en
ecutive Director of Public Affairs.
''Our commitment to serving
students with disabilities does
not change if we have one physically disabled student on campus or 101 students. Nor does it
change based on type or severity
of disability," Clark said.
Clark could not provide an exact number of physically handicapped students on campus
because the university does not
require students to disclose disabilities, he said. "No academic
accommodations can be made if
there is no disclosure, but that is
entirely up to the individual student," Clark said.
The university prioritizes its
Sweenex has never talked to
facilities spending, Tameo said. a university administrator or faIn a one million dollar facilities cilities employee about the probupgrade program, to take place lems that she has faced regardover the next three years, Tameo ing accessibility. She said that
said the university chose to apply she never knew who to talk to
funds to solve safety problems about it.
Tameo said that he would be
first, before tackling accessibility
issues. This means that while the more than happy to talk with a
spending is proposed to address student about his or her needs so
handicapped accessibility to side- that he could evaluate whether or
walks and lecture halls, repairs not his department could help adto buildings' roofs, windows, and dress the need. "Instead of havsiding were slated first.
ing a broadcast approach, many
Sweeney expressed frustra- times we handle it on an individutions about a lack of adequate al basis and if we see a problem,
accessibility on campus: "I feel we'll work with it," Tameo said.

·'

I chosethis
school
because I have
a disability. And
when you
get here and
you realize that
they're not
accommodating
your disability,
it's really
ridiculous.

Mark Fusco
Kayla Sweeney poses in her motorized scooter. Sweeney suffers
from a rare tissue disorder that causes episodes of crippling pain.
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Local skaters drop in to Flip Side for personalized service
I

store because he has had a ers. Nice variety of sneakers Patchin likes keeping it lowlife-long passion for skate- and apparel for college folk key.
boarding, being a skater him- and skaters as well. I just try Unfortunately for Patchin,
self since the age of
though, the newest trend
16. Flip Side's owner
among skateboarders
made a career out of
is shopping online. "It's
skateboarding, before
an online market, and
he moved to Brisshops like me are hurttol. Originally from
ing," Patchin said. Some
Cape Cod, a few local
of Flip Side's customers
skate shops noticed
prefer to shop online so
Patchin's potential. "I
they can browse through
was sponsored and
a larger variety of items
taken care of by loand look for deals.
cal shops," Patchin
Though he inevitably
said. During Patchin's
loses some business
career he entered in
to online wholesalers,
various skate contests
Patchin said he believes
throughout New Engthat his store does ofland and New York.
fer benefits that online
stores cannot. Flip Side
"I won a couple, one
in Martha's Vineyard
has a friendly environment, a result of Patchin
and two on the Cape at
the Seaside Festival,
• T
taking his business very
Darie11e erry
.
kicked out hard on the
Don Patchin stands infront of a wall of skatepersonal. He said he
cape," Patchin said.
board decks at his shop, Flip Side.
aims to become friends
with
all of his customers.
The Flip Side is a
skateboarder's heaven. In to keep it basic and cool." The "Seriously, I'm friends with all
Patchin's words, the store is a, products that the store car- these kids. I transform them
"core skate shop for the skat· ries _are~ QO.t

DARIELLE TERRY Herald Reporter

Downtown Bristol is scattered with fallen Autumn
leaves at this time of year. The
picturesque, historic town, set
right on the water, is not the
type of place that you would
usually picture as home to
skateboarders, but that did not
stop Don Patchin.
"It's rad to be in this kind of
town," said Patchin, owner of
Flip Side.
Flip Side is a skate shop located at 170 High St., which
is right along the Roger Williams University shuttle route.
The store sells skateboards,
sneakers, apparel, and skateboard accessories. The entire
left side of the store is lined with
bright, colorful skateboards
decks. The store, which has
been in business for the past
three years, stands in the middle of a residential area.
Patchin said he wanted the
said he wanted to open the

Since Patchin aims to become friends with all of his
customers, he offers them insider benefits. "I can get them
anything they want," Patchin
said. And he is flexible: "it's a
pay me next week kinda thing.
No mall store is gonna do that
for you. It feels good trying to
do something good and having
the kids getting stoked out."
Many RWU students shop
and hang out at Flip Side. Will
Dunn, a senior, has spent a lot
of time in the store. "Donny is a
super cool dude who is always
willing to go the extra mile in
order to satisfy his customers," Dunn said. Another senior, Kyle Connelly, who loves
skateboarding, said, "Flip Side
always has what I need and if
Donny doesn't have what I
need, he is able to get it for
me. There is always a positive
atmosphere at the shop."
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EAST BAY MOBILE

Deals of the
15<»/o OFF YOUR CHECK

FREE TIRES FOR LIFE

At Uarry;s Auto ~1all, Middletown
Text EBNBARRYS to 79338

BU\' l FOOT WNG GET l FREE
At Subway, 1ivcrton ONLY
Text.EBNSUBWAY to '79338

FREE APPETIZER
At Pizza Wave, Bristol

.

At Samantha·'s, Warren
Text EBNSAMS to 79338

$5.00 OFF PURCHASE
At Pet f 'Oods Plus, Bristol
Text EBNPETFOOD to 79338

BUY 1 LA.RGE SANDlVIC'l l
-

-

-

At ·wood Sll'eel Pi72a, Bristol
Text EBNPl1ZA to 79338
Mus~ thaw

3 TREATMENT FALL .
ESCAPE PACKAGE

?·

Text EBNSPA to 79338

FREE GARLIC BREAD

-

Text EBNLUCKYS to .79338

At The Stone House Little Compton

Text EBNWAVE to 79338

GE1' 1SMALL11RE

At Lucky'sJ East Providence

2 FOR 1 DESSERTS & COFFEES
Al TI1e Stone House; Little Compton
Text BBNSHOUSE to 79338

BRAKE SPECIAL $79.99

•

At South End Mobil, Fall Ri\'Cf
Text EBNlSERVIC to 79338 ·

FREE LARGE ICED COFFEE
At Beehive Cafe, Hristol
Text EBNBEEHIVE to 79338

OUS NACHO
A't Nad10 Marnnur's, Br,istol
Text .EBNNACHO to 79338·

pho:ie at pnlnt ot purthase. Standan:! mt rnmagng mes apply. See ·te:dJapj> for d&tills. Somn restt!Cliors ma-1 ap

ll»iijt.I , .. 'j(lil ~

F~U>i:l
MW
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(Leo's)
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·
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....;A
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Highly anticipated hookah bar undergoing construction, set to open soon
I

KATLYN PROCTOR Opinions Editor

they support us," Jen said.
Hookah is a flavored tobacco
leaf that contains no nicotine,

From the sidewalk it
· looks like an old, empty c:----___,....,..__,...,
house. But the inside is
the start of something that
Bristol has never seen before - a local hookah bar.
Friends Rami Jen, current Roger Williams University studen1, and Ardy
Jange, a graduate of
RWU, are the founders of
My Shisha Cafe.
"It was really two dreams.
Ardy started it and I joined
him," said Jen. Now, both
have big plans for the
cafe. Casual, light dining
will be offered with a focus
on African and Mediterranean foods. In addition, a
variety of hookah flavors
will be offered - although
getting that license wasn't
easy.
"People in town didn't
know what it was - they thought
it was something illegal. We had
to tell them what it was and now,

although smoking hookah still
passes large volumes of smoke
through one's lungs, which pos-

es health risks. Shisha, which
is Arabic for tobacco, is a long
valued social tradition in Arab

The building at 261 Wood St. undergoes interior renovations,
transforming it into Bristol's first-ever hookah bar, My Shisha Cale.

countries. "We really just want
it to be a place for people to be
entertained by hookah and be
more social. Come here to
-~-•+-ic~,.~. play cards, be with friends and
smoke hookah," Jen said.
Currently, My Shisha Cafe
is still undergoing interior
construction. When the build
is complete, a mellow and
intimate location for RWU students as well as Bristolians will
have been created. Although
you may only see Jange and
Jen doing the handiwork, they
are not alone. "We have a lot
of support from our family and
friends. They are important to
us," said Jange.
Jange said he and his partner are not nervous about
opening an over-18 hookah
restaurant in a town with a
history of friction between locals and college students. "It
took me eight months to get
the license. That was the hard
part," said Jange. "It's easy
now."

Jon .Stewart and Stephen Colbert
attract reco-rd-setting-n-cnnoers at-rany~Tif'O:-C.
I

DAVID c.HASE Herald Reporter

As our economy goes down
and our taxes go up, Americans
have become scared and gone
insane. Comedy Central satirical political analysts Jon Stewart
and Stephen Colbert share this
belief, as they hosted the "Rally
to Restore Sanity And/Or Fear''
at the National Mall in Washington D.C. on October 30. The
event was broadcasted live on
Comedy Central and other news
stations such as C-SPAN.
Stewart and Colbert came out
in several outfits, one showing them in cloth jackets of the
American flag on them, and another having Stephen Colbert in
an Evel Knievel jumpsuit. Jokes
aside, Stewart and Colbert had
a central purpose to not have
Americans be afraid of the current issues in the country. Although, many have seen it as a
joke to bash incumbent public
officials.
"I can't control what people think
this was, I can only tell you my
intentions," Stewart said. Stewart
went on to explain why he and
Colbert did the Rally to Restore
Sanity and March to Keep Fear
Alive.
He said, "This was not a rally to
ridicule people of faith or people
of activ1sm ...or 10 suggest that
times are not difficult and that we
have nothing to fear-they are and
we do. .Sut we live now in heard
times, not end times," Stewart
added.
Stewart ended the rally with
an inspirational thought to some
215,000 who attended the National Mall that Saturday morning.
"The country's 24-hour politico

pungent perpetual panic conflictinator did not cause our problems, but its existence makes
solving them that much harder,"
Stewart said. Jon Stewart told
this large crowd that it is okay
to be afraid, but it's not okay to
go insane because of these hard
times. The power struggle that
exists between the political parties needs to end and t he y
need to band together
to get the country back
on top in all aspects.
Comedy Central and
its 'Rally' was a success, as Stewart and
Colbert got their respective points across to the
audience. Adjunct professor Zona Douthit attended the rally and felt
the message got across
to the audience. "The
spirit generated was inspiring. Stewart asked
the crowd to pick up
the litter when they left,
and I saw some college
students with a big,
black garbage bag
afterward picking
up other people's
trash," Professor
Douthit said.
The point of the
rally was to 'hang
in there' if you will.
Not to freak out on
your constituents
because you are
having a tough time
paying the bills.
"If we amplify everything, we hear
nothing," Stewart
said when speaking fo the media's
magnification of

current issues.
The main focus was the press
and its own way of zeroing in on
issues. Furthermore, the message to work together with everyone in the country to solve
problems, whomever they may
be, its to solve the problems we
have each day.
"He reminded us that Americans are intelligent and resourceful people. We can cooperate

and get "the job" done, even
if Congress can't," Professor
Douthit added.
Stewart continued to speak
about the American people and
to keep holding on no matter the
issue or the persons we have to
work with to solve those issues.
"Americans don't live their lives
solely as Democrats, Republicans, Liberals, or Conservatives," Stewart continued. He
went on to point out a live shot of
cars, describing different types of
people, but the deeper analogy

...

was the "you go and then I'll go"
as Stewart said. The mission to
accomplish greatness will be
a long struggle, but we can get
there.
''We know instinctively as a
people that to get through the
darkness and back into the light,
we have to work together," Steward said.
Jon Stewart concluded his
speech to end the rally saying
that "sanity has been and will
always be in the eye of the beholder, and to see you here today and the kind of people you
are has restored mine".
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OLIVIA WORDEN, POET
I

CHRISTINA BERLINGUET Herald Reporter

Performing poet, play writer
whose play has been performed
in New York City, and now an
inspirational woman who works for
John King, Olivia Worden's story
is motivating for all students and
adults looking for direction in their
lives.
Worden attended Sarah Lawrence College and graduated with
a concentration in creative writing
in 2005. She then became an
accomplished writer and had two
of her poems, "Dark Phrases" and
"The Looking Glass" published
in poetry journals. She also had
a chat book about her poetry
published. One of her greatest
achievements was when her play
"The Block" was performed in
New York City at the 45th Street
Theater, which was right down the
block from where "Hair" was being
performed.
You may be asking yourself
where the inspiration from such
success came from. Olivia
Worden found her voice in a writing class led by Jeff McDaniel,
who specialized in slam poetry.
Prior to taking this class Worden
was hesitant to share her inner
thoughts in public, but McDaniel
encouraged her and her classmates to go beyond their comfort
zones. She continued to write
poetry and in this process ran a
program called "Two Verbose for
your Mom". It featured poets from
New York City and two students
from her college. Worden contin-

ued to perform poetry and opened
for lshle Yi Park, who is the
lawreat of Queens, meaning she
was appointed by the government
to perform poetry that represents
Queens at government events.
Worden found inspiration from
lshle Yi Park because she was
Korean and Worden was adopted
from Korea. This opened up doors
for Worden creatively because
she began to open up and write
about personal themes such as
her race and the fact that she was
adopted.
Worden's latest project has been
leading workshops for the poets
that performed in poetry slam that
took place on Thursday. She has
been encouraging the poets to
write strong poems that can be
performed well while still strong
in content. Each slam poet has
their own persona when it comes
to performing their poem. Most
people stand up, but the little
things that they do with their body
and voice, like where they took
their breaths and choosing what
words to emphasize help them
to stand out amongst the other
poets. Worden realizes that most
poems are personal, which can
make students feel vulnerable, so
she helps them create characters
when they perform so that they
are still expressing themselves,
but through a different character.
Worden's passion for
poetry was apparent throughout the interview conducted,
and she demonstrated this

by emphasizing poetry's therapeutic qualities. In speaking with
students she encouraged them
to use writing as a way to work
through difficult things going on in
their lives. On a personal note she
states, "I have always found that
when I feel like I only have three
options- either screaming, punching a wall, or losing
my mind- if I turn
to poetry or my
writing I'm able
to cope better
and make
sense of a
tough situation." When
students approach her
looking for
inspiration for

their own work, Worden often
could get a feel for the college
gives them this therapeutic apenvironment and see if she was
proach. Worden strongly believes happy with a career in higher eduthat everyone can write and that
cation. She discovered that she
it is an important tool to have.
loved working with students and
Although she admits that it comes started working for the Law School
easier to some people she says,
Alumni Programs and Events
"It's like a muscle, and all you
where she wrote the international
have to do it work it."
student newsletter. She loved
How did Olivia Worden go from
this job because it combined her
performing poetry to working
writing skills with higher educafor John King? ,After she
tion. Worden built her way up to
graduated Worden started
working for student affairs and
working for a film and
hopes to someday teach writing
production company, but
and emphasize the importance of
felt as if her writing was
writing. She says, "writing cretoo commercial, and as if
ates a community and a support
she did not have enough
system, while als.o working as a
time for her own creative
form of therapy for some people."
Worden's passion for writing 1s
work. She worked on
"One Fast Move Around
apparent and she continues to
Gone: Kerouac's Big
spread her enthusiasm across
Sur", which inspired her
campus.
to work with higher
We can all take Worden's
education. From journe~ as inspiration in finding
this company a career that involves things you
she built
are passionate about. Worden's
network·
passion for writing and interest in
ing skills higher education has combined
and
to give her a life of success and
applied achievement. Many students are
for a
stressed about what they want to
job in
do in life. Look at this story and
admis- encourage yourself to find what
sions
you are passionate about and folat
low your aspirations, and when life
Roger
gets you down in the dumps, allow
Wilyour negative thoughts to escape
liams
onto paper.
University,
so she
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NICHOLLE BUCKLEY Herald Reporter

On Thursday, Nov. 4th, Roger
Williams University held it's 3rd
Poetry Slam in CAS 157 at 7:45.
MCed by senior Omar Reyes,
the slam was sponsored by the
Writing Center and co-sponsored
by Student Senate, the RWU Pen
Collaborative, The Hawk's Herald,
and MSU. "A poetry slam, for
those of you who don't know, is
re.tty much a poetry competition,"
es informed the audience. "We
le
:· ... . to have a poetry slam here
on ~s to make us feel a little
b~ ITi~;~d in artistic expression. CM!r._m.· &
st year and a half'
we've had ·
:Slams with over
200 people in _ ·107. It's not
even filled when -. n•~ classes
in here,n which amazed. RtY.es.
To begin the slam, Omar{e~-.a
poem of his own, followed'by ffirQ
sacrificial poets, who were there tO'
set the standards. Although they
were sacrificial, they still received
scores from the judging panel,
which consisted of Olivia Worden,
Jeffrey Silverthorne, Gary Shore,
Laura Choiniere, and Danya
Martin, who was the only student
that Omar could trust with judging.
Omar chose the judges based
on their expertise. He wanted
to get a broad set of people. In
order to participate in the poetry
slam, the students had to attend
two workshops on Wednesday
nights with Olivia Warden. Thos .....
helped themJR smoothing out
their poems and preparing the.,

for the slam. Out of all the 15
participants, on a scale of 1 to 10,
scores ranged from 6.6 to 9.5. The
top 5 were called back, and Julia
Weiss ultimately won with a score
of 26.5. "I am shocked," Weiss
said. "Omar begged me last time,
and the poem I read, I was just
going to read that as a sacrificial
poet, but I chickened out." Omar
agrees, "Yeah, she chickened
out. But I'm very happy she won.
She was really nervous, but she
looked very comfortable up there."
Omar was picked by Karen Billoti,
head of the Writing Center, to be
the M~cause he used to host a

I was

poetry slam in Providence and he's
very passionate about the issue.
Omar states, "so pretty much, this
poetry slam is special because we
teamed up with Pen Collaborative,
which is a course dedicated to
free writers that are prisoners who
have been imprisoned for some
kind of speaking out against their
government. This year's writer,
Tran Khai Thanh Thuy, is Vietnamese, and for most of you that don't
know, Vietnam has a community
government, and she was thrown
in jail on kind of a bogus charge.
Someone assaulted her husband
and she was defending him. She

had written a lot of essays and
novels about Democracy, so the
government had their eye on her,
so they threw her in jail. She is
suffering from tuberculosis, and
conditions are pretty bad. We
want the government to know that
the U.S is involved. We're trying
to get it to gain attention." Karen
Billoti was very happy with how all
three poetry slams have gone. "It
has become more typical for writing centers to sponsor these kinds
of events. I had told Omar I was
thinking about a poetry slam but I
don't know anything about it, and
he knew what to do." Judge Laura

~oin~ fo t1ive ft.,is ~oem ~ f,J.J

b· .L

Choiniere was very happy, as
well. "Every year has been different. Every slam brings new
energy, new creativity, new
voices, and I think everyone is
unique and wonderful In their
own ways. I think students are
eager to perform in ways they're
not asked to do in the classroom, with free expression. I just
never know what I'm going to
hear." After every reading, Omar
concluded is saying, "applaud
the poet, not the score."
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Rebekah Dion get national recognition for on-court dominance
I

roll in blocking, hitting and even success."
better the community they live in
The end of a semester, for most distracting the other team. I am
It takes a unique athlete to through athletics. Dion said that
students, is a time to reflect on allowed to make huge contribu- look beyond the playing field, or although her athletic career at a
the achievements made around tions to my team, and that's what court, to recognize how they can college level is ending after the
campus, in classes or in their I love to do," Dion explained.
respective clubs, organizations Dion reflected back on her secor teams. However, for Rebekah ond year as a captain of the volDion, a Roger Williams Univer- leyball team, and admits that it
sity senior and the Women's Vol- was difficult but at the same time
leyball Captain, the reflection is a very rewarding season. As a
on her national athletic ranking.
co-captain, Dion must lead the
Dion has lead the women's team, both, on and off the court.
varsity volleyball team through a She describes ~ as, "honorable
season of many highlights. With and exhausting but rewarding in
a recent TCCC Championship the end:
to add to her list of accomplish·
Dion, a NCAA athlete, has had
ments, she is now finishing out the chance to be ranked both reanother successful season as gionally and nationally. She has
a valued player for the Hawks. been noted as a genuine athSome would look at all of Dion's • lete by the NCAA and has been
accomplishments throughout her ranked 24th and 19th in the Unitlife and think that she had been ed States for her hitting percentdedicated to the sport ever since age. Dion is currently ranked 11th
she could pick up a volleyball, amongst some of the nation's
but talk to her for a few minutes top athletes in her division. Dion
and you will find that this isn't the sees this impressive award as
case.
an encouragement to keep work"I started playing volleyball in ing hard. Not only has volleyball
my freshmen year in high school helped her grow as a leader and
but up until then, I had played as a captain but she explains
soccer during the fall," Dion com- how volleyball has helped her
mented. Dion first heard about out in many other forms. "Volthe RWU volleyball team from leyball has helped me overall
head coach, Bret Stothart. Sto- as a student by getting me more
thart told Dion that the team was involved on campus and helping
making tremendous strides and me regiment my time to get all
had big goals set out for them. my work done," she explained,
Dion took on a challenge and adding that volleyball has helped
joined the women's team during her to work cooperatively with
her freshman year at RWU.
other people both in and out of
Dion, currently, is a middle-hit- the classroom. "I have become
Mark Fusco
ter and co-captain for the Hawks. a more amenable person, easily
Rebekah Dion, a RWU senior, is nationally noted for her
"The position allows the player to adapting to situations and facing
athletic achievments.
·
be so versatile as they play a key adversity with confidence and
GRIFFIN LABBANCE Herald Reporter

NCAA Championship, she hopes
to continue it in a different way.
"I would love to continue to play
the sport on a more local level
by getting involved in community
league I have also considered
becoming a high school, and
maybe even a college, volleyball
coach," Dion said. She has had a
very successful volleyball career
at RWU and as she comes to the
end of her last season wearing
a Hawks jersey. Finishing with
an overall team average of 29-5
and a conference championship
trophy, Dion considers the season to be a great success. Dion
wanted to thank all of her family,
friends and teammates as she
attributes a lot of her successes
to them. 'Without them, I would
not be the player I am today,"
Dion explained. She added that
her mother was one of the main
contributors to her success over
the years, "My mom has supported me throughout every step
of my hectic volleyball career,
she comes to all of my games
and encourages me to try my
best in everything I do." Dion's
inspiration can be found through
the wise words of, boxer, Jack
Dempsey, "A champion owes
everybody something. He can
never pay back for all the help he
got, for making him an idol."

Nacho average Mexican joint
coined by Warren herself. "The
They call it the 'garden,' but re- two spice boys and I test the food
place the images of dirt mounds for how hot it really is and what
filled with corn stalks or tomato will appeal to everyone, includplants with something more de- ing those who aren't big on spicy
sirable: freshly chopped olives, food," said Warren. By the end
red onions, jalapenos, corn and of their visit to Nacho Mamma's,
freshly made Pico de Gallo or the girls leave with over a pound
salsa. This 'garden' is the heart of burritos, loaded w~h toppings
after being 'dragged through the
and soul of Nacho Mamma's.
garden.'
It is the heart and soul; that is,
aside from the three-man team Located on State Street where
that runs the place. "I did con- the Bristolian Pizzeria used to
struction for years. My Dad owns be, Nacho Mamma's is thrivhis own company in Bristol, but ing, as well as staying true to
I just always wanted to open a their core values: serving fresh
restaurant," said Michael Siino, food with sizeable portions for a
32. Collaborating with cousin
Steven Blount, Siino and a few
others created the catchy idea
of Nacho Mamma's - and rolled
with it.
And they'll -say: Just 'drag it
through the garden.'
As two customers, presumably Roger Williams University
students, approach the order
window, they are greeted with a
big smile from friendly employee
Jennifer Warren. After narrowing down the menu items (with
coaching from Warren and Siino) to one dish that satisfies their
Mexican craving, Warren asks if
they 'want it hot.' This is a common queslion in this restaurant
because they mean business:
the spicy factor is designed to
appeal to everyone. New menu
items must endure a rigorous
taste test, including a meeting
with the 'Spice Boys,' a phrase
KARYN PROCTOR! Opinions Editor

good price. Each day, head chef Not only is the menu for Nacho
Chris Blouin, with help from Siino Mamma's loaded with options for
and the rest of the crew, arrive even the most strict of vegetarat 9 AM to prepare all the deli- ians but it is perfect for RWU stucious ingredients. "Every day, dents. Nothing beats value pricwe make our salsa from scratch. es and hearty portions. To make
The meats are freshly roasted it sound even more heavenly,
and the fish are bought fresh students have the ability to pay
every two days for the fish tacos with a UniCard or even order deand burritos," said Siino. The livery after 5 PM. Conveniently,
morning prep work takes a lot of the University shuttl~ als?i drops
. time and hard work, but without students off only a block away
it, the garden would not stand from the restaurant.
for all that it is made out to be. Surrounded by reggae music "We keep everything fresh to en- yes, reggae, not Mexican - and
sure the value of food. It's totally a few of his closest friends, Siino
worth it," said Siino.
is doing what he loves. But it took

a lot of hard work as well as the
motivation to follow a dream for
him to get where he finally is.
"It's a tough business to run, especially in the historical district of
town, but we make it work," said
Siino. "I'm just surprised that no
one else tried to do this here before me."
Be sure to check out Nacho
Mamma's website at www.nachomammasri.com. Become a
Facebook fan or keep an eye out
for menus floating around campus.

Mark Fusco
An employee at Nacho Mamma's prepares a veggie burrito.
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'!!!h,~~ t~~."!~!~ TOMEO: Respect our history
Recently, four Hawks' Herald
editors travelled to Kentucky for
an annual college media conference. With the knowledge
that we were heading south,
the week~ leadi~g up to the trip
becam~ filled with Jokes about
e~ucat1~n ~low the MasonD1xon line being ... well ... below
the Mason-Dixon line. However,
as the conference wore on, we
began to fear that our humorous
jabs ~t Southern edu~ati~n could
be misled. And then 1t hit us. An
afternoon ~troll t~rough the.w~nderful capitol c1tv of Lowsv1lle

of our second-rate jokes could
have p~edic~ed. In ~r~aration
for a University of Lou1sv1lle ~asketball game, several large signs
designating public park_ing ~reas
were set around the city. simply
reading "P~RC." As editors at
T~e Hawks H~r?I~ we get our
f~ir share of .cntic1sm for occas1onal_ typos in the ne~spaper,
?nd r!ghtfully so; but this spellmg shp took the cake. Needl~ss
to say the thought of not being
able to,"parc" our ~ars left ~II four
Haw~s Herald editors rolling on
the sidewalk. WTF Kentucky?

I

.

HICHOLAS TOMEO Copy Editor

The Massachusetts Fall Preservation Event to announce the
annual Massachusetts Most
Endangered r.listoric Resources
from this past Tuesday is, in my
.view, essential to making official
the significant historical prop~r
ties that are in danger of demohtion or radical alteration. Without
such a conference, the historic
preservation community would
not acquire the knowledge on
how to preserve such properties
and in effect, preserve the rich
heritage of Massachusetts as
a state. As most people know,
Massac~usetts is probably the
most historical state in the nation, and given the past demolition of such landmarks as John
Hancock's manor, rt is important
that the statewide non-profit
historic preservation organization reaches out to the greater
community. I myself would like
to attend with the Historic Preservation Society next year; I
have an immense appreciation
for historical properties, which
became even more profound
with my visit of Boston this past
August-I am a Californian, it
must be noted-and witnessing
how much has been preserved
along the Freedom T~l•.as well
as the beautiful Vicforfan houses:
such as that of the Nichols Family
on Roxbury Ave. As for the event
itself, it is also an excellent opportunity for students from Roger
Williams University to acquire
knowledge from those in senior
posrtions and with expert experience in historic preservation.
Above all else, though, this recent event helps to further fulfill
Historic Preservation Massachu-

setts's four objectives of educating, advocating, promoting, and
partnering by communicating
specific details to the historic
preservation community. Without
this conference, the progress of
these four ?bjectives cou19 not
be communicated as effectively,

in the least. This event essentially
makes the community more conn~ assembl~ttQ

ioqrae

awareness of fl'fe 'ttireats'--hfunicipal, state and federal-to historic resources and to organize
efforts to preserve such resources. While the organization itself
was founded merely twenty-one
years ago-in 1989-1 can only
imagine the impact that jt has
made on restoring certain historical properties that would have
otherwise experienced further
neglect and decay, and become

most susceptible to the dangers
of demolition or radical. alteration. The conference this past
Tuesday is supposed to continue
these efforts and I boundlessly
admire this.
While my majors ~re in Anthropology and Classics, I have

...

cluelessinboston.com
always had an appreciation for
historical houses and for history
~.~· swgy,,_in general; ~i
ea
..1:"tor ~e~·lfr ·rttt
the colonial era and the years
during, and before and after the
Civil War: the Postbellum Era
and Guilded Age, as Mark Twain
deemed it. Massachusetts has
an abundance of such historical
properties, and thus, this conference has direct importance to
me. I anticipate knowing how this
conterence went at the next club
meeting.

F1 gears up for exciting season finale
I

MARK FUSCO Photo Editor

Formula One, the pinnacle of
auto racing comes to a close next
weekend at the sold out Vas Marina circuit in Abu Dhabi. Some
of the highest-profile automotive
manufacturers in the world such
as Ferrari Renault MclarenMercedes, and BMW, take part in
the international race series every year. The current season has
proved to be an excitinQ one as
the drivers' championship hopes
hang in the balance in one of the
~lose~t titl~ races since the sport's
inception m 1950. Five different
drivers representing three different automakers have won races
this season, causing the championship leader to change an astonishing nine times.
"Four drivers with three different
teams have a chance of the title
which has never happened b~
fore. This is an epic championship
battle," Mclaren-Mercedes Team
Boss Martin Whitmarsh told the
automotive website worldcarf ans.
com. A mere 24 points separate
the top four drivers heading into
the 55-lap Abu Dhabi grand prix
where 25 points are up for grabs.
Red Bull Renault driver Sebastian
Vettel, currently third place in the
1

championship points, claimed the
checkered fl~g .last year during
Formula One s inaugural season
in Abu Dhabi. Vettel, who also
holds the fastest lap record at the
Vas Marina circuit, is close behind
teammate Mark Webber. The second place Webber trails Ferrari
driver and championship leader
Fernando Alonso by only 8 points
after. a podium finish last wee~ in
Br~1I. Mc~ren-Mercedes driver
Lewis Ha~mlton roun~s off the
top four with a 222-pomt total for
the seaso~. Alo~so curren~ly has
two champ1onsh1ps under his belt,
but the young Vettel and teammate Webber have been among
the fastest all season long. After
the last thre~ races have been
slowed by ram, next weekend's
dry weather forecast looks promising to provide drivers with ideal
r~cin~ ~onditions. The Vas Marina
c1rcwt is one of the few Formula
One tracks to run in the counterclockwise direction also boast one
of the longest straight-aways of
any current ~ormula One c~rc~it
T~e grand pnx of Abu Dhabi will
air Sunday Nov. 14, at 4:30 p.m.
on the SPEED channel a~d is sure Ferrari F1 driver Fernando Alonso pilots his vehicle through a turn. Alonso currenUy leads the drivers'
championship and is among the favorites to take home the checkered flag at the upcomiqg
to be a race worth watching.
Yas Marina Circuit race in Abu Dhabi.
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The election is over and the
dust has settled: Now what?
party system here in the U.S. is now
clearly reflected in the Congress with a
Republican-controlled House of Representatives and a Democrat-controlled
Senate and, of course, our Democrat
President and right-leaning Supreme
Court.
In the end, this will lead to nothing
changing dramatically in the next two
years. Can the current Democratcontrolled
Congress make big changes
COURTNEY COSTELLO Herald Contributor
now? Yes. But will they? Who knows. I
definitely urge you to contact your ConAfter the results of the elections poured gressman/women if you want a change
in about a week ago1 the only question I
to happen - perhaps repealing Don't
have to pose is what changes will hapAsk Don't Tell for a start.
pen to our country next? I hope it won't
Once the 112th Congress takes office
be as bad as I except it to be, but I figure in January, I doubt we will see any posinow would be a good time to get the
tive changes if there is no bipartisanship.
message out: don't get your hopes up.
What I will predict is that arguments will
The one major issue that has been
ensue between many of the progresplaguing those in Washington D.C. is the sive Democrats still in the House and of
health care bill or as many like to call it,
course the plethora of new tea partier's
"ObamaCare." This bill that passed earthat have joined us this year on their "no
lier this year brought about tremendous
government" platform will continue to
changes to the system to help those in
emit a rabble. Can someone please buy
need of coverage.
.these people a drink before they chew
The biggest piece of the health care bill each other out on tl:1e floor?!
In Rhode Island, this story was a
that affects us as students is that now we
are allowedio stay on our parent's insur- bit different. It is very hard to change
anything politically here, and we saw
ance until the age of 26. It's just enough
that
first hand with established Indepentime for us to begin a career and begin
dent
candidate Lincoln Chafee winning
to pay our own health insurance. Another
the
governor's
office. But who was the
piece of legislation that has benefited
underdog
that
received
many more votes
students was the change to the loan
that
expected
(in
my
opinion)?
It was Ke
program, (It coat-tailed in with the health
Block
of
the
Moderate
Party.
This
guy ra
care bill) which now helps students pay
an
honest
campaign
and
many
people
for their loan bills.
on election day told me they would have
The major dispute here is that Repubvoted for him if they knew it wasn't going
licans want to get rid of the health care
to be a wasted vote.
· bill and all of its counterparts. This could
So, next time around when you think
mean big changes for those of us who
your vote is going to be wasted, take
will be entering the real world in the next
a step back and think twice, because
few years.
maybe a real change with a new party is
But what will actually happen?
My guess ... nothing. Our majority two
what is needed in 2012.

I
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Ding dong! The witch is no longer House
Majority Leader. Which old witch? Nancy
Pelosi! The conclusi.on of the 2010 midterm election has brought with it much
debate about the relevance and origins
of this Republican vietory. Winning 239
seats in the House of Representatives
and 46 within the Senate is a very good
turn around for the Republican Party, but
what does this mean we, as studious and
driven college kids, can expect over the
course of the next two years? Also, how
did our generation vote and in what sort
of force?
The overwhelming victories that the Republicans achieved speak volumes as to
the national frustration with "hope" and
"change". Nationwide the number of voters under the age of 30 decreased from
nearly a quarter to just 20.4%, which ts
a substantial drop. In 2008, the under 30
demographic supported Democrats by
nearly thirty points which is down to only
twenty points in 2010. So, what does this
mean about us as participants within our
government? We are a woefully apathetic
generation, for the group with the most to
lose to be so uninvolved is rather perplexing. These statistics also indicate that a
larger portion of the under 30 voters supported Republican candidates, or perhaps
1t just means that more of the Republicans
who are under 30 got out and voted. Now
that the government is more evenly distributed between the Democrats and the
Republicans, what will the next two years
be like?
House Majority Leader is arguably one
of the most powerful positions within the
U.S. government1 and under the ObamaPelosi government, we as a nation bore
witness to a relatively single-party dominant system. The Democrats had no
problem taking the seven billion dollar
deficit that was created under President
Bush and making it nearly two billion all
in the name of saving our economy. The
health care bill, contrary to the belief Jhat~

The Hawks' Herald
DISCLAIMER

.:::::

CONTACT
letters to the editor, suggestions, corrections, story ideas, and other correspondence should be
addressed to The Hawks' Herald, Suite 202, Campus Recreation Center, 1 Old Ferry Road, Bristol,
R.I., 02809 or sent via e-mail to hawksherald@gmall.com.

the Republicans stood in its way, took
longer than expected to pass because
the Democrats themselves were having
an inner party war over the bills' contents.
Now, after two years of the Obama-nation,
we have a thirteen trillion dollar debt and
yet, the economy and the health insurance industry are none the better.
The new House Majority Leader will be
John Boehner (R-OH), and the ObamaBoehner government will be a much
slower moving government then we have
witnessed over the course of the last
two years·. With a majority in the House
of Representatives, and enough seats in
the Se~ate to filibuster, tbe ..Repup~
Party will be able to prevent the egregious
spending that the Democrats have been
inclined to. Expect much more debate
out of government that will no longer be
dominated by a single political party, and
expect some bipartisanship as well. The
Republicans have an opportunity right
now, and will hopefully make the most of
it. The stage having been set for the election of 2012, will the Stimulus bills and the
Healthcare bill have as large impact as
the Democrats hoped? Might the Obama
administration and Congressional Democrats be undone by the failure of their policies? Only time will tell.
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LETTER TO THE
EDITOR
Dear Editor,

club for the 2010-2011 school
year. Since then, the HP SociAfter reading the article in the ety has worked incredibly hard
October 28th issue concern- to prove ourselves as a worthy
ing the HP Society's bud9et club on campus. Our hard work
shortage this year, I would hke has paid off by being elevated
to make some clarifications on back to a full club in late October
a point the article made an in- by Student Senate. Now we are
correct assumption about. Al- able to compile a full budget and
though the article is correct by operate as a true club. None of
hiQhlighting our activities in the this could have been possible
Bristol area this year, the Stu- without the guidance of both
dent Senate should not be to the leaders and members of the
blame for our budget shortages. Clubs & Orgs and Finance comThe writer was unaware of the mittees of the Student Senate.
fact that our lack of a budget Thank You,
was due the fact that last year's
HP Society failed to hand in the
D.J. Sevigny
budget for the 2010-2011 school
President, Historic Preservayear. That lack of a budget, tion Society
plus not attending monthly club
presidents meetings, made the
HP Society become an inactive

Responsible Beverage Service

On Premise Training
At
Roger Williams University Baypoint Inn & Conference Center
144 Anthony Rd
Portsmouth, RI 02871

Time:

1Oam-3pm

On:

Sunday November 21, 2010

Cost:

$36 for community members
$16 for RWU students

Preregistration required. Call Donna Lynn
Darmody, Director of Health Education, at 401254-3413 or email at ddarmody@rwu.edu
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Kaitlin Crowley
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Tom Maybury

1ftf0

~ ruflffli

Karttin Crawlev. t$ in~ relatlori:Ship with Tom May_b~ry

eor-.em - Lllr.c

How long have , . . guys been dilting?
~P!hoe~

be a

KC: We .started danng Pri May 21, 2009. It will
veu and i. hillf this November_

,,.,_ ftliOt'Ol

1Where and how did you gf.ll(S meet?

Send a MHYICl'f.

'\new\l\d~

\;'l(WVi*i.

Send a Message

01.tl

~

TM: The f'rrst time we met was during the Cross
Country Pre-Season meeting while we were
filling out all of the lle(:essary forms to

P'IM<t
~W1111-u11tv..-s1ty

·u

M..-jo.r: tldOor
~~Mat$.

alnhday:Jlriuaq,21,.

""°

compete in the 2003 season. But we attuafly•got to knD'Neach
other during the spring of 2009. in Bloklgy 10:4'""

S(l

~t W\lliams

Uflhi*rtltv •n

Major: !mrtm111M!lt&l Scil!tKe

What is the qu irldest thing about: one another that you lwe?
TM: Quirky?~-- Ndt
amount of movies

~~t

much, but Kait has seen a very minimal

Mo.nHtownc b5t Long~.

Mus.
llrtJldily: MJlllJ 9,, itu

so f have attempted to show her some of the

dassk:s. Every so Otten. we will have a free night to watch a

"'fl6nnMion

movie., but regardless of the time, she will ~II !asl~p before the
plot is revealed? and sometimes before the opening credits are
finished. But I never complain because she always falls asleep in
my arms.

R.e~hl~ !iU!IJJ.:

li't • hlllforldiijll
Curr~nc OlY!lrfuol.. Al

~<'.fi.ti011s.htp Sl:a'tlH:

.., •

~onlftPil

Cl.Imm.~

Mstof, Rt

KC: What isn"r quir-ky about him? He quotes a different movie

===~.;.~a::r:~~~~p~~~McNf

sQper corny sometimes2' but even though tle"s a nut. tll05e ~
the things that 1 love a~t him.
TM: Love you.too, f}un .

.
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Health tip: For your teeth s sake
send stress to a grindi.r1g halt
I

KAnYN PROCTOR Opinions Editor

As the overbearing mid semester workload enps, _and tinal projects, papers and tests
are discussed, you'll probably
start to feel stress in ways you
never have before. Caffeine
intake becomes nonstop and
before you know it, you've got
constant, nagging tension headaches everyday. Although it can
most likely be credited to lack of
sleep, it could be something a
little more serious - something
you are completely unaware of,
like grinding your teeth in your
sleep.

Studies have shown that an increase in stress causes people to
unconsciously grind their teeth or
clench their jaw. Grinding teeth,
or bruxism, is actually classified
as a sleep disorder since tt interrupts a persons sleep pattern.
Bruxism can cause long-term
effects such as tooth loss and
gum recession. In more serious cases, it can even "fracture~
teeth. Here are some tips to help
prevent something that may be
happening while you are unconsciously sleeping each night:

Hydrate. Dehydration is one of the main
contribu.tors to grinding - be sure to
drink 8 oz. of water a day.

Alcohol moderation. The more you
consume, the deeper you pass out causing your unconscious behaviors to
worsen on your sleep.

Monitor caffeine consumption. Although it helps student efficiency,
large amounts orcaffeine cause the cortisol levels to increase. Cortisol
is the stress hormone of the body-if these are at a high level at bedtime,
teeth grinding is almost inevitable. It has been said that taking Vitamin B
helps decrease this stress hormone, although there are no studies actually proving this theory.

Watch what you chew. Don't chew on pencils, pens,
bottle caps or anything along these lines. Jaw muscles
will become accustomed to the constant clenching and
you will become more susceptible to grinding.

Nov. 11, 2010
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Puzzles
Some good ol' mental exercise
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6
10

14

19
20
22

24

25

26
27

28
29
30
32
34

35
39

41
43
4S
47

48

Sl
S3
SS
S6
S9
61

62
64
66
68
70
72
73
7S
77

79
80
82
84
86
88

90
91

95
97

101
102
104

106
108
110
112
114
115
117
118

Give form to
Way
Solemn promise
Jack in a nursery rhyme
Avid
Worn out
-Hints

"The Man--"

Leggy bird
Smudge
Dalo in rows and columns
Low point
Prune
Enjoy the taste of
Forays
Hof 6everages
Nerve impulse jundion
Like some floors
Talc variety
Artless
Pasta shape
Set of steps
Scot's cap
Merchant
Settled after flight
Time
End
Chills and fever
Use a blue pencil
Singles
Withstand
-de ballet
Repeat
Extremely cold
Male singing voice
Charaderislics
Lukewarm
Blunder
Cost!Y fur
#Little Women" author
Old tire made new
Gym adivity
Maize
Neighbor of India
Nu cha
Dinner preference al Thanks
giving: 1 wds.
Hot material
Period of instrudion
Trick
·
Mexican money
Strange
Supercharge: 1 wds.
Coper
Did the waltz
Lunchtime destination
-_incognito
Piduresque
Italian money, formerly
Moon goddess

120
121

122

124
126
128
129
131
133
135.
139
141
145
146
148
150
151
153
155

157
158
159

160
161
162

163
164

165
DOWN
1
2
3

4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18

21 .

23

31
33

36
37

38
40
42

44
46
48
49

PUZZLER

Lip
Poy---view
C-ISfern
Brusque
Term in arithmetic
• Male ones
Kind of optics
Gootee
Tennessee - Ford
Took out of the game
Play
Tavern keeper
Soon
Of one's birth
Self-esteem
Game on horseback
Garish
Chile saltpeter
Destroy by degrees
TerroGoose genus
Fashion
Cause orevolt
Appraises
Prophet~

love god
Tear
Wide awoke
Religious denominations
Potter or Belafonte
Anew
Calligrapher
Before
Liquid measures (abbr.)
Intends
Special pleasure
- -thon-oir
Foll mo:
Winglike
Bross instruments
Greek god of the sun
Transgression
River in Nebraska
Roundup
Of birds
Not al all wordy
Comical
Calm with drugs
Singer McEntire
Pinnacle
Butter serving
Beget
Sidestep
Sadness
Set at on angle
Proclamation
Recoil
Diplomat's specialty
Where Gree!Cs assembled

50

S2
S4

56
57

SB

60
63
65
67

69
70
71
74

76

78

81
83
85
87

89
91

92
93
94
96
98
99
100
101
103

105
107
109
111
113
116
119
123
125
126
127
129

130
132
134
13S

136

137
138

140
142
143
144
147

149
152
154
156
1S7

Wall painting
Old anesthetic
.Aquarium fish
Ofd garment
Presses
Fringe benefit, for short
Long tole
Femme fatale
Adress - Moore
Goods on hand
Candid
Made flt for
Reef material
Walk heavily
Frosts
Learn theBrought to bay
Reduce
Muddle with drink
Twangy
Fat
Stupid one
Roy flower
Check
lnvig_orotin.Q_drink
Handle skillfully
Takes legal adion
· Winfrey of TV
Hospital worker
File
Scour
Get away from
Free ticket
Part of ACLU
Kind of seal
Sluggish
Airplane port
Karenina"
Leaseholder
Field cover
Devoted one
Short swim
Dent location
Go to bed
Harder to flnd
Acatching sight of
Stories
Foolish
Wet thoroughly
Office gadget
Sun-dried brick
Coke
Rice or Gantry
Sunday dinner fare
Joy of late TV
Paradise
Time periods (abbr.)
Sts.
Antiquity
Monk's title
11
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Highlights from the competitions that you cheer for

VOLLEYBAL.l.: l-lawks soar to conference SLJCCeffi
Continued from page 1
Just as the rest of the Hawks from the conference. Each year,
season played out, the lead by the conference places a first
Endicott didn't stop the Hawks team and second team based
from working through. A kill from on the past season. This year,
Kelsey Twarog and Marybeth three athletes from the Roger
Torpey put the Hawks on top for Williams volleyball team placed
a three-point set win.
on the All-TCCC First Tearn and
For many, this type of game two on the Second Team. Along
sounds familiar as the Hawks with those placements, Rebekah
close the regular season with an Dion earned TCCC Player of the
impressive 29-5 record. This is Year, Krystie Luczynski received
the best record in history since Rookie of the Year, Brittney Sulthe 1984 Women's team. Coach livan won Senior Scholar Athlete
Bret Stothart feels as though this of the Year, and finally, Coach
win is just what the players de- Stothart was awarded TCCC
served. "Last year, we won the Coach of the Year.
championship by working hard
Although a strong senior set
to become the best team by the of athletes will be graduation in
end of the season, but this year, the spring, the team has many
we already were the best team players who have showed to
before we even started." Senior have great potential. Although
Jill Hurd agrees with Stothart and the team finished on a high note,
sees this win as a long-coming the season, like any other sport,
reward. "It's [the win] refreshing it had tts ups and downs. Stothart
because everything we've been stated that throughout the seasaying up to this point is real and son, the team was not winning
the fact that we did what we've games that should have been
been saying and lived by for won. "We had some issues putthe past 2 and a half months is ting teams away when we had
great," Hurd said.
the chance. We gave away a
Along with the win, the team number of games because we
collected many respected awards let teams back into them ,and in

almost every match we lost, we
were tied or ahead late, but didn't
finish," Stothart said.
The Hawks will travel to New
York University to face off in the
first round of the NCAA Championship. If the Hawks win the first
round, it will be their first-ever
NCAA Volleyball win for RWU.
"We know what we have to do
to win the first round in NYC, so
let's do it and keep bringing our
volleyball swag with us everywhere we go," Hurd said about
their match this coming Friday.
The Hawks will play their first
match on Friday at 12:30 p.m.
Although it will be a challenging
match for the Hawks, Stothart
feels that the team has what it
takes, and if they can find that
drive, then they can overcome
their challenges. Stothart said
simply, "If we're willing to take
that leap to the next level and
really believe we deserve to win
and that we deserve to be among
the best teams in New England,
we can accomplish some truly
great things."

RWUHawks.com

Equestrian ta_
kes home
second place at JWU Show
JULIE MOODY! RWUHawks.com

This past weekend, the Roger
Williams University Equestrian
team totaled 27 points and
finished tied for second with the
University of Rhode Island and
Becker College at the Johnson
& Wales University Show.
The show was highlighted with
two first place finishes for the
Hawks. Amelia Stasny finished
first in Open Fences, and Abby
Hane earned the top spot at
Novice Fences, earning seven
points.
Three Hawks also earned runner-up finishes, including Emily
Pammett in Novice Fences,

Chelsea Weiner in Intermediate Flat, and Sarah Cholewa in
Beginner Walk-Trot-Canter.
Six Hawks grabbed third place
finishes in the show including
Stasny and Shannon O'Keefe
in Open Flat, Scott Pearson in
Open Fences, Pammett and
Cara McSoley in Novice Flat,
and Lenny Carlucci in WalkTrot.
Brown University won the
show with 35 points.
The next show for the Hawks
will be on Nov. 13th at Two
Rivers Farm in Westport, Massachusetts, hosted by UMassDartmouth.

SOCCER: Women wipe out competition
Continued from page 1
inches as it bounced off of the
crossbar. Fusaro recapped those
last seconds as the clock ticked
down. "I saw that there was only
ten seconds remaining as I got
the ball, and got down the field
as fast as I could. I wasn't sure if
I should keep dribbling or shoot,
so I took the shot and I realized
that it might actu~lly go in. It was
too good to be true, though, because it hit the crossbar sending
us to overtime."
Remaining scoreless through
both sudden death overtime oeri-

ods, the game would be decided
on penalty kicks. With their sights
set on becoming
TCCC Champions, The Lady
Hawks went 4-4 on penalty kicks
as Laurin Pendleton sealed their
bid to the NCAA tournament with
the goal. When asked, "How did
you feel knowing that your kick
could be the team's ticket to the
NCAA's?"
Pendleton replied, ''To tell you
the truth, I honestly had no idea
that it came down to my kick that
would aive us the win because I

Men's Cross Country
11.6.10 I 11:00 a.m.
vs ECAC Championships (Hosted By Roger Williams University}
23rd/ 44
Women's Cross Country
11.6.10 I 12:00 p.m.
vs ECAC Championships (Hosted By Roger Williams University}
18th/ 39
Women's Soccer
11.6.10 I 1:00p.m.
vs TCCC Chameionship - #2 Endicott College
T - 2-2 {20T} -4-2 RWU on PKs
11.2.10 I 1:00 p.m.
vs TCCC Semifinals -#4 University of New England
W- 2-1 (OT)

was so stressed about making it
or not, but once I realized it and
that we won, I was ecstatic: it
was unbelievable, and I was so
happy!"
This win marks their second
TCCC Championship in three
years. They will be competing in
the Division 3 Women's Soccer
tournament, which begins this
weekend in Oneota, NY to decide if they are going to advance
to the round of 16 next weekend.

Women's Volleyball
11.6.10 I 1:oo p.m.
vs TCCC Championship -#2 Endicott College
w3-0 25-22, 25-16, 25-15
11.4.10 I 1:00 p.m.
vs TCCC Semifinals -#4 University of New England
w3-0 25-22, 25-17, 25-22
11.2.10 I 7:00 p.m.
vs TCCC Quarterfinals - #8 Regis College
w3-0 25-13, 25-15, 25-13

Equestrian
11.6.10 I 9:00 a.m.
at Johnson &Wales University Show (JWU Equine Center)
T2nd / 10

Sailing
11.6.10 I 9:30 o.m.
at Freshmen lntersectional @Conn l'Ollege (Top 7+
Nickerson)
16th, 17th/ 18
·
11.6.10 I 9:30 o.m.
at RI State Champs, Narragansett Bay Open @Salve
Regina in 420s
8th I 18
11.6.10 I 9:30 a.m.
at Hap Moore Trophy Team Racing Inter@ Boston College
in 420s
3rd I 12
11.5.10 I 9:00 o.m.
at ICSA Singlehanded Champs, 48th Glen Foster Trophy @
S. Florida
2nd/ 18

